
Harmony Analysis Project 

Choose a piece of music that you like and want to share with the class. It can be in any genre that 
you want. You are going to look closely at a short fragment from this song. This fragment must 
have a clear bass line. Your piece can be either notated or not. If you decide to work with a 
notated piece, you will need to provide its sheet music. You might enjoying looking on imslp.org 
to find a huge (and easily searchable) collection of public domain sheet music. 

Instructions 
I. 

Identify a short fragment from the song that has a clear bass line with at least four notes. This 
fragment might, for example, last for only 4 seconds and repeat several times, or it might never 
repeat but still seem to present a complete musical phrase. 

Note the exact time in the recording of your piece when this bass line occurs. 
(for example, 1:13–1:30) 

II. 

Identify the meter of your chosen fragment. Unless you are working with notation, you will 
need to speculate as to the duration of each beat. For instance, it may be obvious that the 
fragment has four beats per measure but you may have no way of knowing whether the meter is 
4/8 or 4/4. In that case, you can choose whichever option you prefer. 

Specify the meter of your fragment. 

III. 

In terms of the meter you specified, indicate the number of measures and beats taken up by 
your fragment. Whether it’s four bars or four beats long, your fragment should feel like a 
complete harmonic phrase. If you’re not working with notated music, this question might be 
somewhat ambiguous, so do your best to find an answer that seems plausible. 

Indicate the length of your fragment. 

http://imslp.org


IV. 

Make a list specifying the scale degree for each pitch in your bass line. For instance, your 
bass line might be scale degrees 1–4–5–1, or 1–5–6–4. 

V. 

Make a list specifying the rhythmic duration of each pitch in your bass line. For instance, 
your bass line might be a string of whole-notes or something more complicated, like 4 beats + 7 
beats + 1 beat + 4 beats. You can specify these durations as numbers of beats or with note 
values (like quarter notes) in terms of the meter you’ve given. 

IV. 

Set up your notation. On one line of the attached blank staff paper, write the appropriate time 
signature for the meter you specified in question II. Then draw bar-lines to make the 
appropriate number of measures to completely show your bass line, as per your answer to 
question III. 

VI. 

Notate your bass line, including pitch and rhythm, in terms of either C Major or A Minor, 
whichever is appropriate for the mode of your piece. Your piece will likely not be in the key of 
C Major or A minor, but you should be able to notate your bass line in one of those keys by 
identifying the pitch for each of your bass line’s scale degrees in that key. If your song is in a 
minor key, keep in mind that it may use raised 7! If you’re working with notated music and it’s in  
C major or A Minor, add a new key signature to your staff and notate you bass in terms of it. 

VII. 

Beneath each note in your bass line, identify all of the Roman numerals that can possibly be 
supported by the note’s scale degree. If you’re working with notated music, or if you’re able to 
identify scale degrees in the parts above the bass line by ear, indicate which Roman numerals 
are supported by the complete musical surface. 
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